We Donate to Medical Missions
Med-Sell donates to Medical
Missions, a 501(c)3 organization
that connects medical volunteers and other volunteers with
organizations that sponsor
medical missions worldwide.

Environmentally Friendly
Med-Sell works with an R2-Certified recycler to ensure your electronic
equipment stays out of landfills. Certified pre-owned gives equipment new
life and ensures that surplus medical assets can be re-deployed where
needed. Trade what you have for what you need.

BUY / SELL / TRADE
Let us tailor a program for you to quickly and easily monetize your
unwanted, outdated, or unused medical equipment. Put your assets
back to work for your health system.

A constantly evolving healthcare environment combined with equipment evolution means hospitals all over the United States struggle
daily with solving two expensive problems: (1) costly upgrades to
existing inventory and (2) outdated, unwanted, and unused equipment. Med-Sell can help you quickly turn both problems into solutions
through sales certified pre-owned equipment and surplus acquisition
of outdated inventory.

TYPES OF EQUIPMENT WE BUY AND SELL

Endoscopy equipment, surgical tables,
stretchers and beds, patient monitors,
anesthesia equipment, infusion pumps,
table accessories, sterilizers, surgical
instruments, disposables, and
more.

CERTIFIED PRE-OWNED

SURPLUS ACQUISITION

Fully refurbished, patient-ready equipment at half
the price. Our CPO equipment is fully refurbished
and carries the same warranty as the original
manufacturer. All purchases are backed by a
30-day money back guarantee if not completely
satisfied. Certified pre-owned equipment can be
purchased with your acquisition credit or paid Net
30. If warranty repairs are required they will be
performed by our contracted repair facility. Our
goal is to exceed your expectations.

Turn your unwanted assets into cash or new
equipment, quickly and easily. We can tailor a
program that (1) ensures your equipment is
removed from your asset master, (2) verifies all
depreciation, and (3) removes the assets from
future PMs and provides a written offer prior to
removal from facility. Once equipment is removed
and received by our team you will receive
payment Net 30 Days. Stop dealing with the
uncertainty of an auction.

STEP 4

PROBLEMS






Storage costs
Lack of process
Managing multiple vendors
Equipment losing value
Uncertain auction results

SOLUTIONS






Equipment liquidation
Repeatable process
One provider
Fast cash/credit
Written offer
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